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1

Abstract

2

The IMOS HF-Radar array in South Australia provides observations of the ocean waters south of

3

Spencer Gulf. In addition to ocean surface currents, the data from this array can be processed to

4

provide near-real time observations of wave statistics and wind direction. The Australian Bureau of

5

Meteorology requires access to these observations for forecast modelling but currently only have a

6

single Waverider buoy operating in South Australian waters at Cape du Couedic, south of Kangaroo

7

Island, which provides no directional information. The HF-Radar array could potentially be used to

8

augment the current operational observation systems used by the Bureau. In this paper we evaluate

9

the performance of the HF-Radar system against observations from the Waverider buoy and an

10

automatic weather station at Neptune Island and also compare the HF-Radar observations to a wave

11

model based on the eSA-Marine forecast grid. The results suggest that upgrading the HF-Radar to

12

provide near-real time wave and wind data would provide a new, independent source of

13

environmental observations for the Bureau.

14
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17

Introduction

18

Australian Bureau of Meteorology marine forecast products provide detailed text and graphical

19

outputs for a range of different ocean scales from Metro Waters (typically within 5nm offshore),

20

Coastal Zone (out to 60nm around Australia's coastline) to High Seas (south to 50OS). Bureau marine

21

service guidelines mandate the provision of wind wave (sea) and swell components, as well as total

22

significant wave heights to the public. Bureau user surveys consistently acknowledge the value of

23

wave and swell forecast parameters, and highlight the associated safety issues for the marine

24

community.

25

The Bureau operates a range of ocean observing systems, aiming to inform forecasting centres and

26

the marine community of safety critical components such as wind and wave conditions. The Bureau's

27

ability to verify the accuracy of model and forecast output is critical to real-time operational

28

forecasts and the on-going development of the service. Longstanding wave observing systems such

29

as Waverider buoys are considered crucial to providing the quality marine forecasts and warnings

30

which the Bureau has the responsibility for under the international SOLAS (1974) agreement.

31

The wave climate in the Southern Ocean is poorly covered by direct observations. Historically most

32

of the information about the wave climate is derived from satellite altimetry or from numerical wave

33

models (Hemer et al., 2010). On the South Australian shelf the only continuous observations from

34

the Australian Bureau of Meteorology are from a Waverider buoy moored off Cape du Couedic.

35

These observations are limited to wave heights and period with no directional information.

36

Ocean based observing systems such as the Cape du Couedic Waverider buoy are often cited as the

37

base for verification of model and forecast outputs, and as such are acknowledged as critical

38

equipment but they are also difficult and expensive to deploy and maintain. Sites such as Cape du

39

Couedic (4nm southwest of the western tip of Kangaroo Island) provide a single point in the wave

40

climate, and whilst such sites are chosen carefully they do not provide data beyond the given

41

location, depth and distance from shore.
4
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T

43

facility has installed a phased array high frequency radar system around the mouth of Spencer Gulf

44

in South Australia (Figure 1). This array is known as the South Australian Gulfs (SAG) HF array, a

45

Wellen Radar (WERA) phased array system (Gurgel et al., 1999) with arrays at Cape Wiles and Cape

46

Spencer. Phased array HF radars receive backscatter from a wide area of the ocean that is resolved

47

into individual cells of area a few square km. The intrinsic spatial resolution of the radar is set in

48

azimuth by the number of antennas in the receive array and the beam-forming method used and in

49

range by the swept bandwidth of the radar. Normally data are either processed or interpolated onto

50

a rectangular grid for ease of display and handling. All these processes mean that the measurements

51

are correlated between neighbouring and, in some cases due to sidelobes, distant cells and any real

52

variability on the scale of a few cells will either be smoothed or lead to unwanted peaks in the radar

53

Doppler spectrum that can be a source of error in the metocean measurements made. Interference

54

and other non-sea signals, e.g. ships, can also lead to errors. One goal of the measurement process

55

is to identify and remove these sources of error either at the signal processing stage or by quality

56

control at the post processing stage.

57

The main role of HF-Radar is to measure the radial surface currents, which is done by measuring the

58

Doppler shifted power spectrum of the received signals. This is the information used to provide near

59

real-time updates of currents to the IMOS data portal (IMOS, 2017, Cosoli et al., 2018). However,

60

phased array systems like the SAG WERA system can also provide information on a variety of other

61

physical properties including wave information and wind direction (Wyatt et al., 2006; Heron and

62

Prytz, 2002). The ACORN facility has recently begun processing the SAG data and producing high

63

quality wave and wind time series. The sources of error mentioned above are more significant when

64

measuring waves since these use more of the radar spectrum and signal-to-noise is also lower.

65

Previous studies have shown that the wave parameters and wind directions, remotely measured by

66

HF-Radar, show strong correlations with in-situ measurements and wave models (Wyatt et al., 1999;
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67

Wyatt et al., 2003; Long et al., 2011; Hisaki, 2012; Lorente et al., 2018). In the case of Spencer Gulf

68

installation the area of coverage encompasses a changing wave climate from near the edge of the

69

continental shelf, through the complex bathymetry between Kangaroo Island and Eyre Peninsula and

70

into the southern part of Spencer Gulf. Data from this type of ocean wave observing system has the

71

potential to provide significant advantages in terms of validation of wave model and forecast output

72

over an area which in this case is critical to the wave energy entering Spencer Gulf and Gulf St

73

Vincent, both of which are high use marine zones. Comparison of existing HF-Radar data with high

74

resolution Bureau models would provide important validation of this operationally utilised model

75

output, not only for South Australia but for near-shore areas around the Australian coast. Future

76

real-time data from HF-Radar systems can enhance forecaster understanding of the complex wave

77

environment and potentially lead to improved forecast and warning products. With adequate

78

quality control, observations from the HF-Radar may prove valuable in future wave model data

79

assimilation schemes (Waters et al., 2013).

80

To this end we have chosen, in this paper, to investigate the potential of HF-Radar to provide high

81

quality wave and wind observations for use, either as validation or assimilated data, in operational

82

forecasting systems. To test HF-Radar performance against observations we will look at two key HF-

83

Radar time series, significant wave height and wind direction, which are derived from different parts

84

of the HF-Radar Doppler spectrum. Significant wave heights are based on measurements of the

85

second order part of the spectrum while wind directions are based on measurements of the first

86

order part of the spectrum. Significant wave height has been found to provide an excellent

87

combination of data quality and availability (Gomez et al., 2015) and can be compared against the

88

nearby Cape du Couedic non-directional Waverider buoy while the wind direction can be compared

89

to the winds recorded at the Automated Weather Station (AWS) located on Neptune Island near the

90

area where the HF-Radar observations are made. A wave model of the region is also used for

91

comparison with wave direction observations, for which there are no available in-situ observations,

92

and coupled to a current model to examine spatial differences in wave characteristics.
6

93

Performance or skill of the HF-Radar system, are typically assessed against model and in-situ

94

observations using basic statistical metrics mean, standard deviation, correlation, root-mean-

95

square error (RMSE), and bias (Lorente et al., 2018; Long et al., 2011; Gomez et al., 2015). To this

96

suite of metrics we have added normalized RMSE (NRMSE), calculated by dividing the RMSE by

97

either the mean of the HF-Radar observations or 360O for circular observations, and spectral

98

coherence, over periods ranging from 1 to 12 days, as a measure of the utility of the HF-Radar over

99

typical weather band intervals. The results of all scalar metrics are summarized in Table 1.

100

Methods

101

In order to evaluate the performance of the SAG array, a three-way comparison of data between

102

processed HF-Radar output, Australian Bureau of Meteorology observing systems, and a validated

103

wave model of the Southern Australian coastal region was conducted. The validated wave model

104

allows for comparisons including wave directions at the site of the HF-Radar wave measurements

105

which would otherwise be unavailable.

106

Two sets of observational data were used to test the performance of the wind and wave

107

measurements made by the SAG array. The wave data were from the Waverider Buoy maintained

108

by the Australian Bureau of Meteorology near Cape du Couedic on the south coast of Kangaroo

109

Island and the wind data were from the AWS on Neptune Island just south-west of Spencer Gulf. A

110

separate source of wave observations used to validate the wave model were from an ADCP

111

equipped with a wave package moored near the mouth of Spencer Gulf during the SARDI IS2 project

112

in late 2010 (Middleton et al., 2013). The location of the mooring is shown in Figure 1.

113

The Bureau of Meteorology conducts ocean wave modelling through its investment and

114

development of AUSWAVE (locally developed version of NCEP WAVEWATCH III®, implemented 2010;

115

WMO Guide to Wave Analysis and Forecasting, 1998). Propagation from the open ocean, across the

116

continental shelf, to the critical near-shore zone is derived from pre-computed high resolution (1nm)

7

117

stationary output from the SWAN near-shore wave model (Booij et al., 1999). This experiment also

118

applied the SWAN model, constructed on the main eSA-Marine forecast grid (SAROM, a regional

119

ocean forecasting model run jointly by the Bureau and SARDI:

120

http://pir.sa.gov.au/research/esa_marine) using two non-stationary (time stepping) configurations.

121

One version was simple wave model forced with swell and surface winds from the ECMWF ERA-

122

Interim product (Dee et al., 2011) for the period for which HF-Radar observations were available and

123

a second version was run in a 2-way coupling with the SAROM hydrodynamic model for a short 2

124

year run (2011-2012) to examine the effects of spatial differences in surface currents at the HF-

125

Radar and Cape du Couedic Site. The coupled ocean model is the Regional Ocean Modelling System

126

(ROMS; https://www.myroms.org/) and was forced on the boundaries by the BRAN global model

127

(Oke, et al., 2013), TPOX-8 tidal data (Egbert, et al., 2002) and by the ECMWF swell and atmospheric

128

forcing.

129

The wave model was validated against wave data collected with the Cape du Couedic Waverider

130

buoy (Figure 2, top) and an RDI Workhorse 600Khz ADCP equipped with a wave package within

131

Spencer Gulf (Figure 2, bottom). For the comparison the observational data and model data were

132

both low pass filtered with a 3-hour running average half the temporal resolution of the ERA-

133

Interim data used to force the model. The model skill is particularly good in the case of the Cape du

134

Couedic site (Table 1) with a strong correlation of r=0.95 (N=5568) and low RMSE of 0.39 m

135

(bias=0.15m). The results for the relatively short time series at Spencer Gulf site were not as strong

136

(Table 1) but still showed good correlation of r=0.8 (N=671) and relatively low RMSE of 0.44m

137

(bias=0.17m). The main limitation on the model performance in Spencer Gulf is the ECMWF

138

atmospheric forcing. While the ECMWF forcing is generally reliable south of KI (which itself is not

139

resolved in the ECMWF interim model), with 6 hourly data and an effective horizontal resolution of

140

approximately 80 km (Dee et al., 2011), ECMWF interim forcing lacks the temporal and spatial

141

resolution to provide accurate sea-breeze forcing of the wind waves in Spencer Gulf. Nevertheless,
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142

in both cases the root-mean-square error (RMSE) between the modelled output and the

143

observations is less than the 0.5 m

144

The two SAG arrays were originally configured to optimize measurements of ocean currents subject

145

to the geographic constraints of the region. But the locations of the two arrays (Figure 1) also

146

provide a configuration that can measure wave properties. The second order regions in the Doppler

147

spectra are related to the ocean wave directional spectrum via a non-linear integral equation. The

148

Seaview Sensing software, used to generate dual radar wave measurements, uses an iterative

149

integral inversion technique to estimate the directional spectrum, from which wave parameters such

150

as significant wave height, mean wave direction, mean period and peak period can be derived

151

(Wyatt et. al., 2011; Green and Wyatt, 2006, Wyatt et. al., 2009). Inversion is only carried out if the

152

signal to noise at the peak of the second order spectrum is greater than 15dB. At each iteration

153

simulated Doppler spectra using the previous iteration directional spectrum are compared with the

154

measured spectra and the difference between them is used to either update the directional

155

spectrum for a new iteration or to terminate the process if small enough. The final value of this

156

difference, referred to as the inversion residual, is used to assess the quality of the inversion.

157

Directional spectra and derived parameters are only used if this residual is less than 0.3. Reasons for

158

non-convergence of the scheme (i.e. high values of the residual) are related to low signal to noise

159

away from the second order peak, surface current temporal or spatial variability during the

160

measurement period, interference, ships or low-flying aircraft signals.

161

Wave data have been processed from three distinct periods. For all sets of data the HF-Radar wave

162

data were generated from the hourly averaged raw Doppler spectra using the Seaview Sensing

163

software and provided on a regular grid. The first period covers approximately 6 months from April

164

01 till September 21 2011 and were the first HF-Radar data processed with the Seaview software.

165

For this time period only, additional trial thresholding QC procedures were applied, and only the

166

data flagged as good were used. The aim of these procedures was to identify non sea-signals in the

9
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167

Doppler spectra before inversion but the method is not yet considered robust enough to apply

168

operationally. For this data set the number of rejected data were small. The second period covers

169

over a year and a half from September 25 2013 to May 8 2015 during which a slightly modified grid

170

was used. The third period from May 8 2015 to June 30 2017 covers the period after which the HF-

171

radar operating frequency was increased from 8.512 MHz to 9.330 MHz, otherwise the data were

172

processed in the same manner as the second period. Only data from the 21 grid cells within 10km
QC

173

-35.54OS, 136.12OE at the approximate centre

174

all grids were selected. T

175

of the innermost contour of the HF-Radar footprint in Figure 1. The mean of scalar wave properties

176

and median of wave directions within these cells were then used to generate a time series. To

177

generate statistical confidence a minimum of N=6 good cells were required to form a median value

178

and a threshold standard deviation of 0.5m was set for significant wave height.

179

In addition to the wave data it is also possible to estimate the wind direction by applying a

180

wave/wind model to the relative peak amplitudes of the first order Bragg peak components in the

181

Doppler spectra (Wyatt . 2012). These wind directions assume that the ocean waves responsible for

182

the first order scatter are wind driven and aligned with the wind direction. As was shown in Wyatt et

183

al. (2006), this requires that the first order waves are at frequencies higher than the peak of the

184

wind wave spectrum and will fail when wind speeds are low. The wind direction data is included in

185

the HF-Radar data from ACORN for all three periods covered, and is converted to a time series in

186

much the same manner as the wave data, with radar observations for the first period using the

187

circular mean of good observations (N>=6) within the 21 grid cells; the threshold for circular

188

standard deviations in the wind direction was set at 5 degrees. Because wind directions are

189

calculated from the stronger first-order returns they have a higher signal to noise ratio and provide

190

more high quality observations than the wave data over the same period.
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191

Observations

192

Waves

193

The results of the 3-way comparisons of significant wave height and peak wave period between HF-

194

Radar, Waverider Buoy, and model output are presented in Figures 3 and 4 and a 2-way comparison

195

of wave direction between HF-Radar and model output is shown in Figure 5. The model output here

196

is calculated for the position of the HF-Radar footprint rather than the location of the Cape du

197

Couedic Waverider. Significant wave height and peak wave period appear to be in overall

198

agreement between the three estimates, but because the Cape du Couedic Waverider Buoy does

199

not measure directional information, we have to rely on the results of the SWAN model to confirm

200

that the HF-Radar measured wave directions are consistent with the overall pattern of swell

201

propagation in this region. The wave field around South Australia is dominated by swell

202

propagating in from the Southern Ocean out of the south-west (Hemer et al., 2010) and both the

203

model and the HF-Radar show this peak swell direction to be from approximately -138O true. The

204

Cape du Couedic/HF-radar comparison extends to June 30 2017.

205

Wind Direction

206

The results for wind direction from the three different periods are shown in Figure 6 and compared

207

with the observations from Neptune Island AWS. Again, the model output here is calculated for the

208

position of the HF-Radar but in this case the Neptune Island AWS is within the Radar footprint. The

209

Neptune Island/HF-radar comparison extends to June 30 2017. The AWS wind directions are only

210

reported to within 10 degrees while the HF-Radar derived wind directions are given as single

211

precision floating point values with a much higher degree of precision (<<1 degree).
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212

Results and Analysis

213

We looked at two forms of comparison to evaluate the HF-Radar performance, temporal correlation

214

of the time series and the coherence spectrum over periods from 1 to 12 days. Because of the

215

consistency of the swell from the Southern Ocean, with significant wave heights rarely dropping

216

below 3m (Figure 3), there was very little significant seasonal variation in the correlations so only

217

results for the full time series are presented here. Correlations, root mean square errors (RMSE),

218

and relative biases were calculated for comparisons between HF-Radar and BoM observations for

219

significant wave height and wind direction; statistics for wind direction were calculated using their

220

circular equivalents for correlation, mean and standard deviation (Fisher, 1993). Because the wind-

221

direction data are likely to be poor when the wind speeds are too low (Wyatt et al., 2006), we

222

restricted the wind direction analysis to periods when the AWS indicated that the wind speeds

223

exceeded 5m/s (equivalent to a gentle breeze on the Beaufort scale). Because of the exposed

224

nature of Neptune Island, winds exceed 5m/s more than 88% of the time during the period

225

observations were available. To calculate the coherence between the HF-Radar, with somewhat

226

irregular sampling intervals, and the comparatively continuous in-situ records, the hourly HF-Radar

227

observations were broken down into multiple sequences with only short gaps of 1 day or less. The

228

gaps in these sequences were linearly interpolated over to generate continuous records. The 10-

229

minute Waverider Buoy data was bin averaged to hourly intervals. The Neptune Island AWS data

230

was usually recorded on the hour and half hour (>94% of observations) with 10 degree resolution in

231

wind direction. The remaining directional data was circularly bin averaged into hourly intervals with

232

an effective 5 degree resolution rejecting any observations that did not fall on the hour or half hour.

233

For plotting and coherence calculations the directional data was wrapped to ensure the difference

234

between the two time series did not exceed 180 degrees. The cross-spectrum between the

235

unbroken sequences was computed for as many 256-hour overlapping windows that could be

236

applied without zero padding. The coherence was then calculated with the band-averaged cross-

12

237

spectra from all the unbroken sequences. The 95% confidence interval was estimated using the

238

Monte Carlo method with 100,000 ensembles of white noise for each spectrum computed.

239

Waves

240

Despite periodic gaps in the HF-Radar data, visually there is agreement with the Waverider Buoy

241

data in Figures 3 and 4. This is especially significant as the distance between the Waverider Buoy

242

and the centre of the HF-Radar footprint is over 70km and suggests that the spatial coherence scales

243

for waves in this region are reasonably large.

244

Comparing the significant wave height, the correlation coefficient is 0.90 and RMSE between the two

245

signals is approximately 0.42m (Figure 7, top) which is less

246

Waverider network performance. In comparison, previous studies of radar vs. wave buoy

247

observations show typical correlations for significant wave height of 0.87-0.93 and RMSE 0.36-

248

0.52m for a dual WERA radar system at the Wave Hub site near Cornwall, U.K. (Gomez et al., 2015),

249

correlations of 0.67 and RMSE of 0.48m for a single radar installation in the East China Sea (Hisaki,

250

2014) and correlations of 0.85-0.91 and RMSE 0.47-0.77m for a 5-CODAR SeaSonde installation along

251

the California Coast (Long et al., 2011).

252

Differences between measured significant wave heights were typically less than 2m (99.7% of all

253

observations) with a handful of observations (N=20) exceeding 3m. All the outliers occurred during

254

the shorter first period of HF-Radar coverage with the prototype grid and QA/QC procedure

255

described above; the new procedures appear to avoid large outliers. The mean wave height over all

256

periods was 2.9m with a standard deviation of about 1.0m. The total bias over the 10,311 hourly

257

observations is only 6.3cm. The coherence squared spectrum for significant wave height (Figure 7,

258

bottom) shows significant coherence at all periods longer than 1 day with the phase differences

259

indicating a fairly flat response with a near zero mean.
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260

Comparing the peak wave period, the correlation coefficient is 0.80 with an RMSE of 1.3sec (Figure

261

8, top). In comparison with the previous studies, correlations for peak wave period between 0.53-

262

0.76 and RMSE 1.5-3.2sec were obtained for the dual WERA radar system at the Wave Hub

263

site(Gomez et al., 2015), correlations of 0.59 and RMSE of 1.4sec for mean wave period at the single

264

radar installation in the East China Sea (Hisaki, 2014) and correlations of 0.56-0.61 and RMSE 2.48-

265

3.96sec for the wave period at the California SeaSonde installation (Long et al., 2011).

266

Comparison of the coupled model output at the site of the HF-Radar footprint and at the site of the

267

Cape du Couedic Buoy indicates that there is a slight weakening of coherence at periods below 2

268

days (Figure 8, bottom) that is primarily due to the tidal currents in the coupled model and
U

269

ECMWF

270

allow the model to resolve the wind-driven wave differences which would also be present in the

271

observational data.

272

Unfortunately the lack of directional information from the Cape du Couedic buoy means an

273

evaluation of the performance of wave direction measurements against observations is not possible.

274

The HF Radar observed swell direction is very steady with a standard deviation in direction of only

275

17.6O (Table 1), therefore regression and coherence analysis between model and radar are not

276

appropriate measures of radar performance (i.e. correlation is near 0, Table 1), however, the overall

277

bias between the mean directions is only -0.54O indicating that these two estimates of the swell-

278

wave direction are consistent within this region. The agreement between the variations is weak and

279

may also be due to the poor representation of the wind-waves in the model.

280

Wind

281

The wind direction shows very strong coherence squared (>0.75) between the HF-Radar and the

282

Neptune Island AWS at all periods with a flat almost negligible phase difference (Figure 10). Unlike

283

the Waverider buoy, the AWS lies well within the HF-Radar footprint (Figure 1) and is only about

14

284

25km from the point where the HF-Radar observations are made. Because the wind direction is

285

calculated from the first order part of the Doppler spectrum there are far more hourly observations:

286

29,734. The circular correlation coefficient is 0.87 and the RMSE in direction is about 26 degrees

287

with an overall bias of -3.6 degrees. Since the wind directions from the AWS are only given to within

288

10 degrees bins the RMSE is effectively less than 3 bins wide and the bias less than a single bin.

289

Discussion

290

The HF-Radar platform provides an alternative source of observations of wind and wave data on the

291

ocean shelf south of Spencer Gulf. Performance of the SAG installation wave observations compare

292

well with other studies (Gomez et al., 2015, Hisaki, 2014, Long et al., 2011), generally showing strong

293

correlations in both time and frequency space. The observations of wind and wave properties also

294

compare well with in-situ measurements by the Neptune Island AWS and the Cape du Couedic

295

Waverider buoy. In particular, the comparisons with wind direction suggest that the HF-Radar

296

could be a useful, higher precision, substitute for the AWS wind directions which also captures the

297

temporal characteristics of the wind direction data across a wide range of periods. The wave data

298

also compares well with observations, particularly at periods longer than 1 day. One advantage that

299

the HF-Radar has over the Cape du Couedic buoy is the ability to measure directional data and

300

directional spectra. In the absence of a proper validation of directional wave data against

301

observations, a numerical model of the wave field during the period of comparison can only confirm

302

that the average HF-Radar directional data is consistent with the simulations.

303

It is quite possible that the HF-Radar measured wave data is even better than the comparisons with

304

Cape du Couedic suggest. The Waverider buoy is located relatively near the coast of Kangaroo Island

305

(Figure 1) and waves in the area are likely to be influenced by coastal effects including sea-breezes.

306

In contrast, the HF-Radar footprint, where the wave measurements are derived from, is relatively far

307

from any coastal influences. There are also differences in the tidal amplitudes and phases which can

308

modify the local wave-current interactions. A comparison of the coherence squared between the
15

309

two sites in the coupled model suggests that at the very least, tidal currents do weaken the shorter

310

period coherences (Figure 8). Discrepancies between the two sets of observations can be explained

311

by the different geometry of the two locations and their physical separation the correlation length

312

scale for swell based on satellite measurements is on the order of 100s of km (Greenslade and

313

Young, 2005).

314

One of the key questions for evaluating the suitability of the observations for an operational system

315

is the intermittency of the time series. The first point to make is that the wave data depend on

316

analysis of the returns from the second-order regions of the Doppler spectra while the wind data

317

(like the surface current data) are computed from the first-order region. Keeping in mind that the

318

separation of radar sites was optimized for currents rather than waves, this means that there are

319

significantly fewer good data points for the wave data than for the wind data. The second point is

320

that for the present system configuration there are potentially avoidable record gaps due to

321

equipment and power failures that might be alleviated within an operational environment by

322

providing suitable back-up systems. A brief analysis of the wind data coverage from the second and

323

third periods of deployment shows that during the roughly 40,000 hours (4.5 years) data were

324

available in at least one of the 21 cells 88.2% of the time, this drops to 87.7% if we apply our N>=6

325

criteria for statistical quality. For the wave data over the same period the values are 29.6% and

326

21.1% respectively. The wave data coverage may not be as bad as those figures suggest however.

327

Most of the intervals (83.8%) are shorter than 3 hours (including data gaps) and if we look at daily

328

averaged, rather than hourly, wave properties the data coverage over the 4.5 years increases to

329

81.4%.

330

Conclusion

331

The performance of the SAG HF Radar as an observational platform for monitoring waves from the

332

southern ocean has been validated against the Cape du Couedic Waverider buoy and is consistent

333

with the performance of a numerical wave model. The SAG HF-Radar has the additional advantage
16

334

of providing directional information which the current Waverider buoy does not. Differences

335

between the Radar and Waverider observations might be partially explained by differences in tides

336

and coastal geometry at the sites observed.

337

The HF-radar derived wave statistics and wind directions are well correlated with observed values

338

over a wide range of periods. Performance of this HF-radar installation compares well with other

339

installations with regard to significant wave height and wave period. Data coverage of wind

340

direction, including gaps due to servicing issues, is available at hourly intervals around 88% of the

341

time. Data coverage for the wave data is poorer than the wind direction due to site configuration

342

and processing limitations but can provide daily averaged values around 81% of the time.

343

The remoteness of the SAG array locations means that it is currently impractical to stream the large

344

amount of data required to do the wave and wind analysis in near-real time. However, recent

345

progress in performing temporal averaging of the raw Doppler spectra at the array sites prior to

346

transmission may be able to address this issue by dramatically reducing the size of the data files

347

being transmitted. In principle, with adequate resourcing, it should be possible to receive the data

348

in a timely manner and allow the SAG HF-R

349

supplementing the wave information from Cape du Couedic and wind direction observations from

350

the Neptune Island AWS. Future work includes developing a hindcast assimilation scheme for a local

351

wave forecasting model and evaluating the impact of assimilating HF-Radar observations and/or

352

Waverider buoy data on model forecast skill. A significant improvement in forecast skill beyond the

353

current AUSWAVE system could justify the significant expense of upgrading the SAG installation

354

communications to provide near real time data streams to the Bureau.

355
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Figure Captions
Figure 1: Map of South Australian Shelf showing location of HF-Radar installation, the SAROM model
domain, and sources of data.
Figure 2: Comparison between Wave Observations and SWAN Model in Spencer Gulf at Cape du
Couedic (top panel) and the IS2 ADCP mooring (bottom panel).
Figure 3: Comparison of HF-Radar wave observations (green points) of significant wave height with
Waverider measurements at Cape du Couedic (black) and results of the SWAN simulation (red) at
the HF-Radar site for the three observational periods.
Figure 4: Comparison of HF-Radar wave observations (green points) of peak wave period with
Waverider measurements at Cape du Couedic (black) and results of the SWAN simulation (red) at
the HF-Radar site for the three observational periods.
Figure 5: Comparison of HF-Radar wave observations (green points) of peak wave direction with the
results of the SWAN simulation (red) at the HF-Radar site for the three observational periods.
Figure 6: Comparison of HF-Radar wind observations (green points) of direction with in-situ
measurements from Neptune Island (blue) for the three observational periods.
Figure 7: Comparison of significant wave height measured by HF-Radar and Waverider buoy:
correlation and statistics (top panel) and coherence squared and phase (bottom).
Figure 8: Comparison of peak wave period measured by HF-Radar and Waverider buoy: correlation
and statistics (top panel) and coherence squared and phase (bottom).
Figure 9: Comparison of significant wave height from coupled SWAN-ROM model at HF-Radar and
Waverider buoy sites: correlation and statistics (top panel) and coherence squared and phase
(bottom).
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Figure 10: Comparison of Wind direction measured by HF-Radar significant and Neptune Island
AWS: circular correlation and statistics (top panel) and coherence squared and phase (bottom).
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Table Caption
Table 1: Summary of statistics for all inter-comparisons of time series shown in this paper. The
comparison time series are: SWAN model output (Model), ADCP (IS2), Waverider buoy (CdC), and
HF Radar. The figure where the time series and/or statistics are displayed are listed under Reference
figure. The variables are: significant wave height (Hs), peak wave period (Tp), peak wave direction
(Pdir), and wind direction (Wdir). Note that the means and standard deviations are calculated for
the times where the time series overlap so that there will be differences for the same variable when
compared to different time series. Highlighted cases are subject to coherence analysis in the text.
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Table
Table 1: Summary of statistics for all inter-comparisons of time series shown in this paper. The
comparison time series are: SWAN model output (Model), ADCP (IS2), Waverider buoy (CdC), and
HF Radar. The figure where the time series and/or statistics are displayed are listed under Reference
figure. The variables are: significant wave height (Hs), peak wave period (Tp), peak wave direction
(Pdir), and wind direction (Wdir). Note that the means and standard deviations are calculated for
the times where the time series overlap so that there will be differences for the same variable when
compared to different time series. Highlighted cases are subject to coherence analysis in the text.

Comparison
Model vs IS2
Model vs CdC
HF Radar vs CdC
Model vs CdC
HF Radar vs Model
HF Radar vs CdC
Model vs CdC
HF Radar vs Model
HF Radar vs Model
Model vs Model
HF Radar vs AWS
365
366
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Reference Figure
Figure 2 top
Figure 2 bottom
Figures 3 and 7
Figure 3
Figure 3
Figures 4 and 8
Figure 4
Figure 4
Figure 5
Figure 9
Figures 6 and 10

Variables
Hs (m)
Hs (m)
Hs (m)
Hs (m)
Hs (m)
Tp (sec)
Tp (sec)
Tp (sec)
Pdir (deg.)
Hs (m)
Wdir (deg.)

Num. of Obs.
671
5568
10311
49523
10209
14302
49524
14053
14500
13433
29734

Corr.
0.80
0.95
0.90
0.93
0.87
0.80
0.70
0.67
0.02
0.99
0.87

RMSE
0.44
0.39
0.42
0.44
0.52
1.31
1.47
1.55
32.01
0.15
26.38

NRMSE
28%
15%
15%
15%
18%
10%
11%
12%
9%
5%
7%

Bias
0.17
0.15
0.06
-0.18
0.20
0.32
-0.23
0.43
-0.54
-0.08
-3.59

V
Mean
1.55
2.64
2.87
2.86
2.87
12.81
12.96
12.82
-138.7
2.84
-174.1

Figure 1: Map of South Australian Shelf showing location of HF-Radar installation, the SAROM model
domain, and sources of data.
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Figure 2: Comparison between Wave Observations and SWAN Model in Spencer Gulf at Cape du
Couedic (top panel) and the IS2 ADCP mooring (bottom panel).
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Figure 3: Comparison of HF-Radar wave observations (green points) of significant wave height with
Waverider measurements at Cape du Couedic (black) and results of the SWAN simulation (red) at
the HF-Radar site for the three observational periods.
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Figure 4: Comparison of HF-Radar wave observations (green points) of peak wave period with
Waverider measurements at Cape du Couedic (black) and results of the SWAN simulation (red) at
the HF-Radar site for the three observational periods.
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Figure 5: Comparison of HF-Radar wave observations (green points) of peak wave direction with the
results of the SWAN simulation (red) at the HF-Radar site for the three observational periods.
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Figure 6: Comparison of HF-Radar wind observations (green points) of direction with in-situ
measurements from Neptune Island (blue) for the three observational periods.
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Figure 7: Comparison of significant wave height measured by HF-Radar and Waverider buoy:
correlation and statistics (top panel) and coherence squared and phase (bottom).
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Figure 8: Comparison of peak wave period measured by HF-Radar and Waverider buoy: correlation
and statistics (top panel) and coherence squared and phase (bottom).
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Figure 9: Comparison of significant wave height from coupled SWAN-ROM model at HF-Radar and
Waverider buoy sites: correlation and statistics (top panel) and coherence squared and phase
(bottom).
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Figure 10: Comparison of Wind direction measured by HF-Radar significant and Neptune Island
AWS: circular correlation and statistics (top panel) and coherence squared and phase (bottom).
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